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the original context from November 13, 1992. This is a digital article from The Times's print archive before it was published online in 1996. Sometimes the digitization process introduces transcription errors or other problems. Little do you wonder if the world is dying for another film change in Dracula Bram Stoker's classic Gothic novel in the 19th century but Francis Ford Coppola's new extravaganza,
appropriately named Bram Stoker 'Dracula' to separate it from all others, is such a dizzying tour of the filmmaking forces that it comes close to all reasonable doubts. An unusually honest screen adaptation of James V. Hart's novel, Mr. Coppola has created his own wild dream of the film, which seems to require a special agreement with the Treasury Department for finance. With gorgeous costumes and
costumes, psychedelic special effects and crazy montages reminiscent of Napoleon's original greatness, this Dracula camp becomes a testament to the glory of a film that makes its own end. That's all very good and good, you might say, but shouldn't even a movie, dracula movie is about something? Dracula is the happiest if you don't find meaning too hard, at least for those who go beyond the idea that
the Stoker novel is about victorian British female fear. Interpretation may be fun, but it's misleading as well, Nosferatu F. W. Murnau's 1922 unauthorized adaptation of Stoker's novel is a silent-screen classic, but is seen by many to be anti-Semitic Tod Browning's 1931 Dracula starring Bela Lugosi. Today, it can be viewed mostly as a footnote in the career of a man who made Freaks and The Devil Doll, Mr.
Coppola's version of what he might have imagined nearly 30 years ago, when he wrote and directed his first film, Dementia 13, a black-and-white tepid horror film making about $12, and Dracula's transformation was enthusiastic in the work of a precious film student, which was magically commanded by the professor of his craft. It's surprising, entertaining and often a little too much, though most of the
series were in 1897. And Transylvania, Mr. Hart's screen covers not only what was in the original novel but also what Stoker sees fit to be ignored. Counting the young, cursing God and stabbing the holy cross, which began bleeding the first of the stage blood tanks that the film is clearing. It's never clear just how or why Dracula's vampires result from this anger, but the remarkable consistency doesn't
matter as much as style.Mr. Oldman's Dracula comes in all sizes and shapes. When first seen after the credit turned, he was an ancient friend with no blood, welcoming Jonathan Harker (Keanu Reeves), a young British lawyer who came to Transylvania to help count the old in his plans to move to London. At another time, he is the hairy incubus who raped a Young London socialite in a picturesque
Victorian park in the middle of the night. He also appeared as a devil as a wolf, as a lizard was hazy. Most importantly, he became the emerging version of his younger dandyish generation. Jonathan Harker's fiancee, who by chance, is a reborn, long-dead Elisabeta. The film doesn't devote much time to laws that regulate vampires and vampires. But it points out that the idea that vampires can't bear the
light of day is Poppy. It seems there are times when holy crosses don't apply to vampires attacking rather than ironing up umbrellas. The film's narrative, as well as the novel, overcomes a rational conclusion, but aside from Jonathan, Mina and, of course, the thirsty number, it also involves Mina's best friend Lucy Westenra (Sadie Frost), an early and somewhat willing victim of counting in London. She is a
Victorian maid who owns a private Copy of Sir Richard Francis Burton's Arabian Nights that has not been revealed and shown. There's also a wonderful if eccentric professor Abraham van Helsing (Anthony Hopkins). The identified vampire specialist, who was once referred to Lucy's doctor, said his patient's failing health was something more than chronic influenza. Tom Waits appears as Renfield, a lawyer
who went out to Transylvania before Jonathan and came back somewhat out of his mind with an insatiable appetite for insects. The film proceeds in the feverish manner of one of Dracula's victims before he crosses into the land of the undead, a night rarely falling, where a great storm does not erupt. One scene was never completed before the other scene began, it was necessary to cross between
simultaneous actions. the mind without losing itself. When jonathan, who is very right, tries to sleep in the castle being seduced by the bride of the undead Dracula, they surface up through a bare-chested and erotic mattress. It's like Mr. Coppola said, Do you want a horror movie? You have a horror movie, in gance's most likeable montage of the film covering Dracula's journey to London during another
storm, the film intersecting between Dracula as he transforms into something new, Lucy being sexually assaulted in her garden while Mina looks and Renfield mad in his lunatic hospital. The film's most brilliant invention is the eerie sequence set in Nickel Oden, London, where don't ask me why Mina is stalked by wolves, in which dracula's direction becomes a humble and cute puppy. It's amazing how long
Mr. Coppola can keep this. The main actors are fine, Mr. Oldman, Mr. Ryder, Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Reeves and Mr. Frost. The actor looks new and very bright. Behave with elegance and effect, appropriate to time, anachronisms do not stare. Among Mr. Coppola's other colleagues who deserve special mention are Michael Ballhaus, filmmaker Thomas Sanders, the production designer, and Eiko Ishioka, who
designed the great costume. In the film of such madness and weakness, however, the show and the people are not as dominant as the Calidoscope results. The film was imagined written and then somehow engineered as if it were a long one, a constant special effect. For the most part, Mr. Coppola avoids camp humor, though Grand Guignol's jokes are in order. You mean you're going to do it after death?
Not exactly, Van Helsing. I just wanted to cut the head off and take the heart off Dracula working well as long as it was still a late show in the narrative, maybe giving it some kind of philosophical basis, directing a sort of nudge audience to make comparisons between AIDS and vampires. The film is full of close-ups of the scary things seen so closely that you can't be sure of their exact identity. But there is
no doubt that the image of what is intended to be a blood cell. It's not funny. According to Bram Stoker, god's intervention can only save Dracula's victims, one way safer than interpreting Dracula is to say that it's about a man disconnected from a world he still relies on, that seems to be a director's problem for once. After Apocalypse Now, everything Mr. Coppola touches looks like a little punch, whether it's
light weight or technical innovation rather than emotionally involved. With Dracula, it is clear that Mr. Coppola's capabilities and Dracula's survival of Bram Stoker is rated R (under 17 years old must have an adult parent or guardian). It contains bloody, violent, female nudity and numerous sexual situations; Bram Stoker 'Dracula' directed by Francis Ford Coppola; Screen by James V. Hart based on novels
by Bram Stoker; Photography Director Michael Ballaus; Editing by Nicholas C. Smith, Glenn Scantlebury and Anne Goursaud; Music by Wojciech Kilar; Production Designer Thomas Sanders; Produced by Mr. Coppola, Fred Fukes and Charles Mulvehill; Debut by Columbia Pictures Working Time: 130 Minutes Of Film Anthony Hopkins, Jonathan Harker . . . Keanu Reeves Dr. Jack Seward . . . Grant Lord
Arthur Holmwood. Carrie Elves, Quincy P. Morris. Sadie Foster R.M. Renfield . . . Tom waits for Dracula's bride . . . Monica Bellucci, Michaela Burcu and Florina. Kendrick, Mr. Hawkins.
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